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Chemical BondingChemical Bonding

RevisitedRevisited

Valence BondValence Bond

Bond (Bond (attractionattraction) exists if) exists if
–– AO overlap AO overlap ANDAND
–– 1 electron per AO 1 electron per AO 2 electron bond2 electron bond

1 electron bond possible (weaker)1 electron bond possible (weaker)
3 electron bond possible (weaker)3 electron bond possible (weaker)

No bond (No bond (repulsionrepulsion) if) if
–– 2 electron per AO2 electron per AO
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Bond (attraction) Bond (attraction) HH--HH

2 electrons 2 electrons ANDAND
GeometryGeometry
–– large large RR no overlap no overlap 

no bondno bond
–– small small RR AO overlap AO overlap 

bondbond

R

E DHo

No Bond (repulsion) No Bond (repulsion) He HeHe He

4 electrons 4 electrons ANDAND
GeometryGeometry
–– large large RR no overlap no overlap 

no bondno bond
–– small small RR AO overlap AO overlap 

PauliPauli repulsionrepulsion E
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Valence Bond Valence Bond -- SummarySummary

Geometry & EnergyGeometry & Energy
–– large large RR EEtotaltotal = = EEatomatom 11 + + EEatomatom 22

–– small small RR EEtotaltotal rises or fallsrises or falls
Energy Energy CHANGECHANGE correlated w/correlated w/
–– orbital overlaporbital overlap
–– # electrons# electrons

2 sharing (nice, but why?)2 sharing (nice, but why?)
4 sharing + 4 sharing + PauliPauli repulsion (bad, but why?)repulsion (bad, but why?)

Molecular OrbitalMolecular Orbital

Construct MO (Construct MO (newnew orbitals) from AOorbitals) from AO
MO energy depends on geometryMO energy depends on geometry
–– Track MO energy as atoms approachTrack MO energy as atoms approach

Energy falls Energy falls ““bonding MObonding MO””
Energy rises Energy rises ““antibondingantibonding MOMO””

EEtotaltotal ≈≈ sum Esum EMO occupiedMO occupied
–– EEtotaltotal falls falls bond (bond (attractionattraction))
–– EEtotaltotal rises rises no bond (no bond (repulsionrepulsion))
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Bond (attraction) Bond (attraction) HH--HH

Two Two 1s1s combinecombine
–– MO no nodeMO no node
–– MO nodeMO node

GeometryGeometry
–– large large RR ~ same E~ same E
–– small small R R 

no node MOno node MO falls σ
node MOnode MO rises rises σ*

EEtotaltotal ≈≈ 2 2 EEσσ

Bond (repulsion) Bond (repulsion) He He HeHe

Two Two 1s1s combinecombine
–– MO no nodeMO no node
–– MO nodeMO node

GeometryGeometry
–– large large RR ~ same E~ same E
–– small small R R 

no node MOno node MO falls σ
node MOnode MO rises rises σ*

EEtotaltotal ≈≈ 2 2 EEσσ + 2 Eσ*
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What Controls EWhat Controls EMOMO??

Electron Electron locationlocation
–– attraction to nucleiattraction to nuclei
–– repulsion from other repulsion from other 

electronselectrons

Electron Electron motionmotion
–– low kinetic E betterlow kinetic E better

Correlates w/Correlates w/
–– # nodes# nodes
–– “AO overlap”“AO overlap”

visualize AO piecesvisualize AO pieces

He He

VB vs. MOVB vs. MO

Valence BondValence Bond
–– No new orbitalsNo new orbitals
–– Overlap (geometry)Overlap (geometry)
–– # electrons# electrons

2 e 2 e nicenice
4 e 4 e bad (bad (PauliPauli rep)rep)

Molecular OrbitalMolecular Orbital
–– New orbitalsNew orbitals

Overlap (geometry)Overlap (geometry)
NodesNodes

–– # electrons# electrons
# occupied MO# occupied MO
EEtotaltotal ≈≈ sum (Esum (EMO occupiedMO occupied))

H H
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HH--H (strong) vs. FH (strong) vs. F--F (weak)F (weak)

Valence BondValence Bond
–– balance the ‘nice’ and the ‘bad’       Hbalance the ‘nice’ and the ‘bad’       H22 FF22

☺☺ 2 electrons in overlapping AO           2 electrons in overlapping AO           +       ++       +
4 electrons in overlapping AO4 electrons in overlapping AO ++++

–– PauliPauli repulsionrepulsion

H H F F

HH--H (strong) vs. FH (strong) vs. F--F (weak)F (weak)

Molecular OrbitalMolecular Orbital
–– sum Esum EMO occupiedMO occupied

AntibondingAntibonding is is badbad
–– 4electrons are destabilizing4electrons are destabilizing

H H

F F
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2 lone pair 2 lone pair ≈≈ bond + bond*bond + bond*

F F

net repulsion


